
FARM TO 
FLAT WHITE

AUSTRALIAN
GROWN OATS

Plants are incredible. Give them water and sun, 
and they sprout delicious and versatile 
ingredients, such as nuts, grains and legumes… 
Nuts, grains and legumes that we use for 
creating remarkable and healthy dai�-free 
milks. It’s that simple. All of our products are 
made locally using thoughtfully-sourced 
produce and other ingredients, prioritising 
local as much as possible.

Oats are milled 
into �our

1

Brewed with 
natural enzymes

2

Filtered until 
smooth and 

creamy. Mixed 
with water and 

other ingredients

3

AUSTRALIAN 
GROWN ALMONDS

Almonds are shelled 
and steamed to 
remove the skin

1

Gently roasted

2

Ground into butter 
and mixed with 

water & other 
ingredients

3

NON-GM
SOYBEANS

Soy beans are 
ground after 

removing the hull

1

Soy proteins are 
separated out

2

Combined with soy 
�bre and mixed 

with water & other 
ingredients

3



AUSSIE OATS FOR 
COFFEE NOTES

Gluten free

Three decades of soy milk experience, perfected for co�ee.

Backed by the pioneers of plant-based milks in Australia, we took 
a decades-old recipe and perfected it for coffee with our Soy Milk. 
It works with a variety of coffee blends for a balanced cup
without the beany aftertaste.

Our Oat Milk is made with Australian oats from our friends at 
Blue Lake Milling in the Riverina. It’s dairy’s doppelganger, 
delivering a creamy, coffee-forward cup. It surprises and delights! 

Made with Aussie-grown oats and simple ingredients.

Made thoughtfully with Australian almonds.

Our Almond milk is made with Australian almonds grown locally 
in the Murray-Darling basin. It’s the milk that’s nuts for coffee 
(literally), giving a subtle nutty note without the bitterness.

Made from at least 
98% Australian ingredients

Made from at least 
97% Australian ingredients GMO-free

Made from at least 
89% Australian ingredients Non-GM Soy

Responsibly grown,
taking care of our bees

CREAMY SOY
FOR COFFEE JOY

THE CREMA OF
THE CROP
We have one mission. Create plant-based milks that are 
perfected for co�ee. We are driven by using what nature 
gave us to achieve that elusive ultimate co�ee 
experience in a cup. From our processes to our 
ingredients, from farm to �at white, our alternative 
ethos means we are forever pushing the boundaries to 
craft the best non-dai� alternatives for cafés.

As true artisans and passionate enthusiasts, we’re 
always looking for ways to support and learn from our 
community. For us, there is no alternative to quality.

Australian owned
and made

Versatility for multiple
café uses.

Crafted especially
for cafés

Easy to work with for consistent
and unparalleled performance

Uniquely blended to highlight
espresso for unrivalled taste

Perfect texturing and
canvassing for latte art

Dairy free Vegan friendly &
cholesterol free


